Quiz - Pre-Exploration History & First Nations

Name:________________________

Vocabulary
1) Choose three (3) of the following terms or concepts and provide a definition and
example from Canadian History. Point form or sentences are acceptable. (6 marks)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Perspective
Culture
Indigenous Peoples
Identity
Ethnocentrism
Representative Democracy
Elders
Beringia
Matrilinear / Patrilinear
Assimilation

1 - Term/Concept

Definition

Example

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What is a myth?
Oral tradition
Consensus
Dodems / Clans
Alliances
L’anse Aux Meadows Site
Shawnadithit / Beothuk
Ritual and ceremony
First contact
Tradition

2- Term/Concept

Definition

Example

3- Term/Concept

Definition

Example

2) A group of researchers (archaeologists and social anthropologists) have visited the L’anse
Aux Meadows site in Newfoundland, which is a site with confirmed evidence of Viking
exploration and inhabitation (they lived in the area for a time). What types of artifacts might you
find? What would they tell you about the Viking explorers that lived there? Answer in full
sentences. (3 marks)

3) Use the following diagram to explain how humans migrated to North and South America.
Wherever possible, give approximate dates, directions, cultural groups, and beginning and end
points of travel. Point form answers are acceptable. (4 marks)

4) Answer the following questions and provide specific and detailed information in your answer
- include dates, groups involved, terminology/vocabulary from class, concepts, and examples.
(6 marks)
A. What is ‘identity’? How is it linked with geography? What is the significance of cultural or
personal/last names?
B. Why is the term ‘exploration’ by Western cultures (Europeans) misleading in the study of
Canadian History? What does it tell us about perspective or differing viewpoints on history?
C. What are some of the aspects of First Nations culture before the European explorers
arrived? Focus on language, culture, warfare, territories, relations between First Nations
groups, First Nations travel and exploration.

Bonus Questions:
Online Reading - Read the National Post article (November 6, 2019) – This New Brunswick
Village Sold 16 Housing Lots for a Dollar Each, and Its Population is Soaring
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/real-estate-sale-of-1-housing-new-brunswick-village-real-estate-listings-housing

1) After reading the article by the National Post, why would a New Brunswick village sell plots of
land for “less than a cup of coffee?” Has it helped the community of McAdam, explain how? Be
specific.
(2 marks)
Or
2) Write about one issue, fact, or cultural or historical event that you found interesting during our
classroom discussions about the Ice Age, pre-exploration First Nations and Canada. Explain
why you found that topic interesting and support your opinion using: specific people/groups,
times, vocabulary/terminology, or historical significance. (2 marks)

